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he musical traditions of Scotland and Ireland, possessing separate, distinctive personalities, nonetheless share a common heritage. Many of western
North Carolina’s early white settlers were either Highlanders or ‘Ulster Scots’ – the Scots-Irish. Our Celtic Week acknowledges that varied heritage with a
program that features some of the best from those traditions.
Celtic Week expands this year with new classes in storytelling and myth, seven new staff members, and a lineup that features present or former
members of the supergroups Lúnasa, Ossian, Solas, Dervish, The House Band, Skylark, Battlefield Band, Moving Cloud, Comas, Slide, Runa and Cherish the
Ladies, plus the return of some old friends we haven’t seen in a while and an outstanding group of veteran staff members. The week will feature classes, potluck
sessions, concerts, jams and dances. For those taking any of the style classes for fiddle, it is recommended that students should play at an Intermediate level:
students should have mastered beginning skills, be able to tune their instruments, keep time, play the principal scales cleanly, and know how to play a few tunes
with confidence. Fiddle classes are double-length, and students may take either intermediate or advanced classes, but not both. The uilleann pipes class is also
double-length. Fiddlers who plan on taking both Irish and Scottish fiddle should consider their stamina and the available practice time before registering for two
daily 2 ½ hour classes. For novices, “Fiddle for Complete Beginners” will cover the basics, two sections of “Fiddle Technique” will address technical problems
for players of all levels, and “Intro to Celtic Fiddling” will provide beginners with a repertoire of simple tunes, while “Tinwhistle for Complete Beginners” will
provide whistle players with a similar repertoire. For those students bringing their families, we also offer a program for kids, but space is limited. Our Children’s
Program for ages 6-12 features kids’ activities scheduled during all daytime class sessions, and evening childcare for ages 3-12 is provided at no additional cost.

MARTIN HAYES

Martin Hayes, from east Co. Clare, began playing the fiddle
at the age of seven and went on to win six All-Ireland fiddle
championships before the age of nineteen. He is the recipient of numerous awards including “Folk Instrumentalist
of the Year” from BBC Radio, “Man of the Year” from the
American Irish Historical Society, the Spirit Of Ireland
award from the Irish Arts Center, NY, “Musician of the
Year” from TG4, the Irish language television station, and
the Gathering’s Master Music Maker Award. Martin has
contributed music, both original and traditional, to modern dance performance, theatre,
film and television. He is the artistic director of Masters of Tradition, an annual festival in
Bantry, Co. Cork and musical consultant to the Kilkenny International Festival. Martin
and guitarist Dennis Cahill have collaborated with some of contemporary music’s most
celebrated musicians including the quartet, Brooklyn Rider; viola da gamba player Jordi
Savall; bluegrass legend Ricky Skaggs and jazz guitarist Bill Frisell. Martin and Dennis’
adventurous, soulful interpretations of traditional tunes are recognized the world over
for their exquisite musicality and irresistible rhythm. They are both members of the
influential Irish-American band, The Gloaming. Martin’s latest project is the Martin
Hayes Quartet (with Dennis Cahill, Liz Knowles and Doug Wieselman) which recently
released its debut album, The Blue Room. www.martinhayes.com

NUALA KENNEDY

Globetrotting singer and flute player Nuala Kennedy
is known for her creative reworking and reimagining
of traditional songs and for her unique Irish flute style,
formed in Dundalk, County Louth and honed in her
long time adopted home of Edinburgh, Scotland.
From Glasgow to Hawaii, the Yukon to Cape Cod,
California to Drogheda, Nuala is a musical adventurer
who is known world-wide as a superlative performer of
traditional Irish and Scottish music. She has graced the cover of Irish Music Magazine,
Sing Out! and regularly appears on the mainstage at festivals around the world. Her
roots are first and foremost in Irish traditional music, and in 2017, she celebrated the
release of Behave the Bravest, her fourth solo recording, to critical acclaim. (The fabulous artwork on the sleeve is by Amy Bogard, artist and Swannanoa Gathering flute
student.) Nuala currently performs with Oirialla, playing music from her native area
alongside fiddler Gerry O’ Connor, and with The Alt with fellow Swannanoa alumni
John Doyle and Eamon O’Leary. Find out more about her musical collaborations at
www.nualakennedy.com

LIZ CARROLL

Since she was 18, when she astounded the Celtic music world
by winning the Senior All-Ireland Fiddle Championship, Liz
Carroll has been amazing audiences around the globe. She
has been called a “virtuoso” (The Irish Times), a “celebrated
torchbearer” (Lexington Herald-Leader), and a “master of
Irish traditional music” (NPR’s The Thistle & Shamrock).
She is a NEA National Heritage Fellow, a 2009 Grammy
nominee (“Best Traditional World Album,” Double Play
with John Doyle), and the first American-born recipient of the TG4 Gradam Cheoil
for Cumadoir/Composer – Ireland’s most significant music prize. Liz’s recordings are,
in the majority, her own compositions, and they have given her a stature equal to that of
her playing. She is celebrated for invigorating the traditional styles of Irish music, and her
compositions have entered the repertoire of Irish and Celtic performers throughout the
world. The first half of 2018 finds Liz winding up a series of gigs with the Turtle Island
Quartet, launching and touring the String Sisters’ new CD in Scotland and Ireland,
cruising with Joanie Madden’s Folk ’n Irish Cruise, touring with Jake Charron and
Nic Gareiss, and performing at the Indiana Fiddlers’ Gathering and at Chicago’s Irish
Fest. (For info on these and other gigs, go to Liz’s website.) She happily looks forward
to plunking herself down for a week with her always fabulous class at the Swannanoa
Gathering. www.lizcarroll.com

ALASDAIR WHITE

Alasdair White is an exceptional exponent of west coast
Scottish music and is widely regarded as one of the foremost
Scottish fiddler players of his generation. He was born and
brought up on the Isle of Lewis in the Outer Hebrides, a chain
of islands of singular importance to Gaelic Scotland’s musical
heritage and is perhaps best known as having been a member of
Scotland’s seminal Battlefield Band for over 16 years, touring
extensively in that time throughout North America, Europe,
and Asia. Now resident in New York, Alasdair has performed
and recorded as a guest with many of the best-known names
in Scottish, Irish and Breton traditional music including
Kathleen MacInnis, Julie Fowlis, Eddie Reader, Allan MacDonald, Manus Lunny, Nuala
Kennedy, and Arnaud Ciapolino. Current ongoing projects include Daimh, the Alan
Kelly Gang and of course, Battlefield Band. Alasdair also recently premiered a major
commission at the Hebridean Celtic festival in Stornoway, an hour-long original piece
entitled An Iuchair.
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MANUS McGUIRE
Growing up in Sligo in the 60’s when fiddle music had regained
popularity in its “native home,” the northwest of Ireland, Manus McGuire was ideally placed to carry on a tradition made
legendary by Michael Coleman, James Morrison, Paddy Killoran and Lad O’Beirne thirty years previously. From an early
age, he learned dance tunes at his father’s knee and followed
his older brother, Seamus, into the national traditional music
arena that was steadily gathering momentum. In 1970, he won
Sligo’s prestigious Fiddler of Dooney competition at age 14. He has toured extensively
in North America and Canada, and recorded two albums with his brother Seamus,
three with the group, Buttons & Bows, two with the group Moving Cloud, which also
featured Celtic Week staffer Kevin Crawford, and a solo album, Saffron & Blue, which
placed in the Top-Ten polls of the Irish Echo and Boston Globe, and was named Best
Album of 2000, and Manus, Best Male Musician of the same year by the Irish American
News. Seamus co-founded the Brock McGuire Band with accordionist Paul Brock, and
their self-titled CD was named Instrumental Album of the Year in 2004 by Live Ireland.
com. His second solo album, Fiddlewings, gathers together fiddle music from Scotland,
Shetland, Cape Breton and Ireland. www.manusmcguiremusic.ie

JOHN DOYLE

John Doyle is one of Ireland’s most talented and innovative
musicians. Originally from Dublin, and a longtime resident
of Asheville, John is an accomplished singer and songwriter,
multi-Grammy nominee, and an extraordinary master of
the Irish guitar whose hard-driving style has influenced a
generation of players. A founding member of the acclaimed
group Solas, his powerful guitar playing provided the signature rhythmic backbone for the band, and his delicate and
emotional fingerstyle playing and creative vocal harmonies
can be heard on four of Solas’ recordings as well as a plethora
of other recordings. John regularly performs solo, and has also toured the world with
such artists as Joan Baez, Mary Chapin Carpenter, Linda Thompson, Jerry Douglas,
The Alt, Usher’s Island, Liz Carroll, Eileen Ivers, Tim O’Brien, Michael McGoldrick
& John McCusker, Alison Brown, Mick Moloney, Kate Rusby and a host of other
world-class performers. John has been featured on over 100 recordings of traditional
and contemporary Irish, folk and Americana music, including most recently, The Alt
with Nuala Kennedy and Eamon O’Leary. He is a great lover of traditional song, an
encouraging and enthusiastic teacher, and his nearly non-stop touring, producing and
recording schedule attests to his high standing in the world of traditional Irish music.
We’re pleased to welcome one of our newest Master Music Makers back for his twelfth
Gathering. www.johndoylemusic.com

MÁIRTÍN DE CÓGÁIN

Máirtín de Cógáin is a singing, dancing, tale-spinning bodhrán
player, playwright and actor descended from a long line of storytellers with two All-Ireland titles for Storytelling under his
belt. Máirtín grew up in Carrigaline, Co. Cork, where parties
were frequent, and everyone had to have their “party piece” to
perform. His father Barry taught him nearly all he knows, along
with great yarnspinners like Éamon Kelly, Pat ‘the Hat’ Speith,
Bob Jennings, Éamonn de Barra and many more. M
 áirtín is also
a true promoter of the Ballad and learned from many famous Irish singers such as Danni
Maichi Ua Súilleabháin, Séamus Mac Mathúna, and Ciarán Dwyer. A fluent speaker
of Irish (Gaelic), he grw up in a bilingual home and later earned a degree in the Irish
language from University College Cork. Máirtín has taught the art of storytelling at
the Catskills Irish Arts Week, Augusta Irish Week, Spanish Peaks International Celtic
Music Festival as well as major US festivals including the Kansas City Irish Fest, Milwaukee Irish Fest, CelticFest Mississippi, Minnesota Irish Fair, and La Crosse IrishFest.
His focus at Swannanoa will be on the Mask of the Storyteller and The Game between
listener and teller. Máirtín is delighted to be a part of the Gathering and looking forward
to meeting you all. www.mairtinmusic.com

KEVIN CRAWFORD

Born in Birmingham, England, Kevin Crawford’s
early life was one long journey into Irish music and
Co. Clare, where he eventually moved while in his
20’s. He was a founding member of Moving Cloud,
the Clare-based band who recorded such criticallyacclaimed albums as Moving Cloud and Foxglove, and
he has also recorded with Grianin, Raise the Rafters,
Joe Derrane, Natalie Merchant, Susan McKeown and
Sean Tyrrell. Kevin appears on the 1992 recording,
The Maiden Voyage, recorded live at Peppers Bar, Feakle, Co. Clare, and appears on the
1994 recording, The Sanctuary Sessions, recorded live in Cruise’s Bar, Ennis, Co. Clare.
He now tours the world with Ireland’s cutting-edge traditional band, Lúnasa, called by
some the “Bothy Band of the 21st Century,”with nine ground-breaking albums to their
credit: Lúnasa, Otherworld, The Merry Sisters of Fate, Redwood, The Kinnity Sessions, Sé,
The Story So Far, La Nua and CAS. A recent project is the Teetotallers, a supergroup
trio that also features Martin Hayes and John Doyle. A virtuoso flute player, Kevin has
also recorded several solo albums including The ‘D’ Flute Album, In Good Company,
On Common Ground, Carrying the Tune, a duo recording with Lúnasa’s piper, Cillian
Vallely, and a trio project with Dylan Foley & Patrick Doocey, The Drunken Gaugers.
www.lunasa.ie.

KATIE McNALLY
Called “the new face of Scottish fiddling in the USA” by The
Living Tradition, Katie McNally has made waves in both the
American folk music scene and abroad since the release of
her debut album, Flourish, in 2013. A member of the crossgenre fiddle super-group Childsplay, Katie has also toured
with Karan Casey, John Whelan, Galician bagpiper Carlos
Núñez and has appeared at the Newport Folk Festival, the
Barns at Wolf Trap, The Freight & Salvage, and The Festival
of American Fiddle Tunes, as well as countless folk venues throughout North America
and the UK. As a native Bostonian with Canadian roots, she recorded her latest album,
The Boston States, in Cape Breton in 2016. Under the guidance of producer Wendy
MacIsaac (Beolach, Mary Jane Lamond), McNally has curated a collection of tunes
that draw inspiration from raw, mid-century recordings of Cape Breton fiddlers both in
Nova Scotia and Massachusetts, sculpted by the creative energy of the Boston acoustic
music scene. In addition to her busy touring schedule, she is a devoted educator whose
teaching style was molded by years of attendance at fiddle camps where learning music
is about joy and community and fun! This is her approach whether working with her
private students, in workshops, at fiddle camps, or at Boston’s Symphony Hall. A recent
covergirl for Fiddler magazine, Katie has performed and taught fiddle courses in the
US, Canada, Spain, Scotland, England, and France. Katie is thrilled to come back to
Swannanoa in 2018! www.katiemcnally.com

OWEN MARSHALL

Vogue magazine calls musician Owen Marshall “A guitar/mandolin/banjo player rivaled in character only by the occasional
three-pronged carrot.” With the music traditions of Quebec and
Nova Scotia just over the border from his home in Vermont, and
the strong Irish musical scene of Boston to the south, Owen was
immersed in the various textures and sounds of Celtic music from
an early age. In addition to touring with acts such as The Press
Gang, Copley Street, and The Seamus Egan Project, Owen is in demand at music camps
throughout New England and the U.S., where he shares his approach to accompanying
traditional music. www.owenmarshallmusic.com

LEN GRAHAM

(See bio in Traditional Song Week, page 5)
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LIZ KNOWLES

Liz Knowles has brought her distinctive sound – the
fire and finesse of Irish fiddle music combined with the
tonal richness of the classical violin – to countless venues
around the world, including Carnegie Hall, Broadway,
the Kennedy Center, l’Olympia in Paris, and theatres
and festivals from Shanghai to São Paulo to Sarawak. A
virtuosic and versatile performer, Liz was the fiddler for
Riverdance and soloist on the soundtrack for the film
Michael Collins. She has performed with such diverse artists as The New York Pops, Don Henley, Rachel Barton,
Marcus Roberts, Steve Reich, Liz Carroll, Cherish the Ladies, and most recently, with
actress Fiona Shaw in collaboration for a special performance for the Kennedy Center’s
Ireland 100 Festival. Her career today combines the roles of performer, composer, arranger, and producer in theatrical and recording projects and she is highly regarded
as a teacher for music camps and workshops. Today, she most regularly performs with
her trio, Open the Door for Three, the all-star fiddle ensemble String Sisters, and as a
member of a new and exciting project, the Martin Hayes Quartet. www.lizknowles.com

KIERAN O’HARE

Kieran O’Hare is a highly respected and sought-after performer of Irish music on the uilleann pipes, flute, and tinwhistle.
While attending university at Trinity College, Dublin, he
was the first American-born player of Irish music invited to
perform in the annual ‘Ace and Deuce of Piping’ concert,
held in Ireland’s National Concert Hall. Kieran has since
performed at countless festivals and concerts across North America, Europe, and Asia,
with such artists as Liz Carroll, Mick Moloney, the late Jerry Holland, Bonnie Raitt,
the Paul Winter Consort, Josh Groban, and Don Henley. He has appeared in the film
Road to Perdition, the Broadway musical The Pirate Queen, the PBS special presentation
Celtic Origins with the Irish choral group Anúna, and as a soloist at Carnegie Hall with
the New York Pops Orchestra. Kieran works internationally with his wife Liz Knowles
in the production and design of large-scale theatrical and musical productions, and he
is currently artistic director of ‘Fête de la St. Patrick et de la Bretagne’ in France. Kieran
and Liz also perform with Pat Broaders in the acclaimed trio, Open the Door for Three,
which has just released its third album, The Joyful Hour. Kieran serves on the Board
of Directors of Ná Píobairí Uilleann in Dublin, Ireland, an organization dedicated to
the preservation and promotion of uilleann piping worldwide, and of The Northeast
Tionól, North America’s premier uilleann piping event. www.openthedoorforthree.com

ANDREW FINN MAGILL

Multi-instrumentalist, All-Ireland fiddle finalist and Ropeadope Recording artist Andrew Finn Magill has watched his
career surge ever since the 2016 release of his 2-disc concept
album, Roots (debuting at #46 on the Folk DJ charts) and
Branches, which feature Celtic Week alumni John Doyle,
Colin Farrell, and Cillian Vallely. Raised at The Swannanoa
Gathering, Magill has learned and carved out a name for
himself in Irish, American and Brazilian music and has taught these traditions at fiddle
camps all over the world including the Fairbanks Summer Arts Festival, Montana Fiddle
Camp, Rocky Mountain Fiddle Camp, The Freight & Salvage’s Fiddlekids, The Acadia
Trad School, and Le Séjour du Cléguérec in France. He has performed and toured with
Paul McKenna, John Doyle, Cillian King, Alan Murray, and many others at some of
Irish music’s premiere venues such as the Austin Celtic Festival, The Cobblestone Pub in
Dublin, and The Irish American Heritage Center in Chicago. Based again in Asheville,
Magill tours the U.S., Europe, and Brazil regularly, both solo and with many others,
including Celtic Week mandolinist Dave Curley, The Brazilian Strings Trio with Ted
Falcon & Nando Duarte, and his own Brazilian jazz trio. www.andrewfinnmagill.com

CATHY JORDAN

(see bio in Traditional Song Week, page 3)

DAMIEN CONNOLLY

Damien began learning the accordion from his father Martin
at age 11, and took up the fiddle at age 15, under the tutelage
of his step-mother Maureen Glynn. He competed in the
Fleadhanna (Irish Music Competitions) throughout his
teenage years, and in 1997, won the Under-18 All Ireland
Championship on both accordion and melodeon. His first
accordion and melodeon CD, Tippin’ Away, was generously
praised by renowned accordion players Joe Burke, Joe Derrane and Bobby Gardiner. Damien’s second album, Inspired,
released in 2015, features a number of his own compositions and a line-up of wonderful guests such as John Doyle, Eamon O’Leary and Oisin MacDiarmada. Damien has
performed at prestigious venues such as Carnegie Hall, NYU and Boston College, and
even played with Sting at the 2015 Tony Awards. Damien is the author of The Irish Accordion Tutor, Vol. I, Intermediate-Advanced, with an accompanying DVD, which was
immediately recognized as one of the finest Irish button accordion tutors available. In
the last year, he has begun to put some of his better home recordings on Bandcamp:
https://damienconnolly.bandcamp.com/ and also enjoys uploading music videos to
TheConnollyChannel on YouTube.

ROBIN BULLOCK

Hailed as a “Celtic guitar god” by the Baltimore City Paper and a recipient of the Swannanoa Gathering’s Master
Music Maker Award, Robin Bullock’s virtuosity on guitar,
cittern and mandolin blends the ancient melodies of the
Celtic lands, their vigorous Appalachian descendants, and
the timeless masterworks of the Baroque and Renaissance
eras into one powerful musical vision. Robin’s honors also
include “Editor’s Pick” and “Player’s Choice” Awards from Acoustic Guitar magazine,
the Association for Independent Music’s prestigious INDIE Award (with the worldmusic trio Helicon), multiple Washington Area Music Association WAMMIE Awards,
a Governor’s Award from the Maryland State Arts Council, and a bronze medal at the
National Mandolin Championships in Winfield, Kansas. He maintains a busy international touring schedule, performing solo, in Celtic duos with guitarist Steve Baughman
and four-time National Scottish Harp Champion Sue Richards, and as sideman with
Grammy Award-winning folk legend Tom Paxton, including Tom’s 2010, 2012, 2014
and 2015 “Together at Last” tours with fellow Grammy-winner Janis Ian. Robin’s fifteen
solo and collaborative CDs include his most recent, volume one of the first-ever complete
recording of the Bach Cello Suites on solo mandolin, and 2016’s The Carolan Collection, a compilation of the legendary Irish bard’s compositions, sales of which benefit
North Carolina animal rescue organizations. 2017 marks the twenty-third consecutive
Swannanoa Gathering for Robin, now a proud resident of nearby Black Mountain.

KATHLEEN CONNEELY

Born in Bedford, England to a father from Errislannan, Co.
Galway, and a mother from Newtown Forbes, Co. Longford,
Kathleen first took lessons in her hometown at an early age
from Clare musician Brendan Mulkere, a well-regarded teacher
in and around London. She was also heavily influenced by her
father, Michael, a well-known fiddle, accordion and tinwhistle
player. The Conneely home was often filled with music from
records, tapes and live sessions with many visiting musicians. In
1991, she appeared with her father, Mick Sr., brother, Mick Jr.,
fiddle and banjo player John Carty and flutist Roger Sherlock
on RTE’s The Pure Drop. Kathleen has lived, played and taught music in several cities,
such as Birmingham, London, Dublin, Chicago and Boston. She has been privileged
to have played with many great musicians over the years and has taught for Comhaltas
Ceoltóirí Éireann (parent organization of the All-Ireland Championships) in Dublin
and Boston, at the Boston College Irish Studies Program, the Irish Arts Week in the
Catskills. and twelve years at the Gathering.
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BILLY JACKSON

Billy Jackson was a founding member of the influential folk
group Ossian in 1976, a band whose outstanding recordings remain a benchmark for Scottish music. Ossian was
inducted into the Scottish Traditional Music Hall of Fame in
September 2015. Acclaimed for his musicality on the Celtic
harp, he is also a renowned composer whose work is inspired
by the history and landscape of Scotland. In 1999, his song,
“Land of Light” was selected as the winner of The Glasgow
Herald’s year-long Song For Scotland competition, coinciding with the restoration of
the Scottish Parliament, to select a “new anthem for a new era in Scotland.” As a solo
performer, he has toured extensively throughout Europe and North America, and has
taught harp at many international festivals. Billy is also a trained music therapist, and
in 2004, he received our Master Music Maker Award for lifetime achievement. As
part of his work combining traditional and classical music, Billy has performed with,
and composed for, a variety of orchestras including The Scottish Chamber Orchestra,
Asheville Symphony and Cape Cod Symphony. Billy headed the music therapy program
at Mission Hospital in Asheville for 10 years, and he now works part-time in music
therapy in Sligo, Ireland. www.wjharp.com

GRÁINNE HAMBLY

Gráinne Hambly comes from Co. Mayo in the west of Ireland. She started to play Irish music on the tinwhistle at an
early age, before moving on to the concertina and later the
harp. She lived in Belfast for six years, where she completed
a Master’s Degree in Musicology at Queen’s University. Her
main research topic concerned folk music collections and the
harp in 18th-century Ireland. In 1994, she was awarded first
prize in the senior All-Ireland Fleadh Cheoil competitions
for harp and concertina. As well as being an established performer touring extensively
throughout Europe and North America, she is also a qualified teacher of traditional
Irish music and is in great demand at summer schools and festivals both in Ireland
and abroad. Gráinne was awarded the T.T.C.T. (a certificate for teaching traditional
Irish music at advanced level, credited by Comhaltas Ceoltóirí Éireann and the Irish
Department of Education), and has also received her Graduate Diploma in Education
(Music) from the University of Limerick. She has released three widely-acclaimed solo
harp CDs and a collaborative CD with Billy Jackson, as well as appearing on a number
of other recordings. www.grainne.harp.net

MARI BLACK

Called “One of the brightest fiddlers around today” by
WGBH radio’s A Celtic Sojourn host Brian O’Donovan,
multistyle violinist Mari Black has delighted audiences
around the world with her energetic playing, sparkling
stage presence, and dazzlingly virtuosic fiddling. Raised
on a rich blend of traditional musical styles, Mari made
her entrance onto the international stage when she became
the Glenfiddich Fiddle Champion of Scotland, a two-time
U.S. National Scottish Fiddle Champion, and a two-time
Canadian Maritime Fiddle champion, all within a three-year period. She has spread her
love for dance-based music at Celtic festivals, Scottish Highland Games, celebrated folk
venues, world music concert series, and acclaimed classical concert venues including
Carnegie Hall. Mari’s passion for traditional music extends far beyond the concert stage
to her work as a teacher, performance coach, dancer, competition judge and musical
ambassador dedicated to connecting people through music. A master teacher with a
playful and unconventional approach to helping students expand their horizons, Mari
has taught workshops at the Acadia Trad School, the Jink & Diddle School of Scottish
Fiddling, the Mark O’Connor fiddle camp, the Tanglewood Festival, the Yale School
of Music, and more. www.mariblack.com

EAMON O’LEARY

Originally from Dublin, Eamon has lived in New York City
for the last twenty years. He has toured extensively throughout North America and Europe, performing and recording
with many of Irish music’s great players. In addition to his
performance schedule, Eamon has taught at numerous music
programs including the Augusta Heritage Center, the Catskills
Irish Arts Week, the Alaska Irish Music Camp and many years
at the Gathering. In 2004, he and Patrick Ourceau released a
live recording, Live at Mona’s, documenting their many years hosting a session on New
York’s Lower East Side, and in 2012, Eamon released a recording of traditional songs, The
Murphy Beds, with Jefferson Hamer, described by the Huffington Post as “ten beautiful,
crystalline songs.” He has recently teamed up with old friends John Doyle and Nuala
Kennedy to form The Alt. Their self-titled debut album was released in November 2014.
www.eamonoleary.com

CILLIAN VALLELY
At age seven, Cillian Vallely began learning the whistle and pipes
from his parents, Brian and Eithne at the Armagh Pipers Club,
a group that has fostered the revival of traditional music in the
north of Ireland for over four decades. Since leaving college, he
has played professionally and toured all over North America,
Europe, Japan, Hong Kong and Australia. He has recorded on
over fifty albums including guest spots with Bruce Springsteen,
Natalie Merchant, Alan Simon’s Excalibur project with Fairport Convention and the
Moody Blues, GAIA with the Prague Philharmonic and with Karan Casey. He has
also performed and toured with Riverdance, Tim O’Brien & Mary Chapin Carpenter
in The Crossing, Whirligig, and the Celtic Jazz Collective. He has recently recorded on
two movie soundtracks, Irish Jam, and Chatham, and played pipes on the BBC’s Flight
of the Earls soundtrack. Since 1999, he has been a member of the band, Lúnasa, one of
the world’s premier Irish bands, with whom he has recorded nine albums and played
at many major festivals and venues including WOMAD, the Edmonton Folk Festival
and The Hollywood Bowl. www.cillianvallely.com

ANNA COLLITON

Anna Colliton is one of America’s leading exponents of the
bodhrán, the traditional Irish frame drum. A native of Chicago, a
city of Irish musical excellence, Anna plays a highly intricate style
of drumming with masterful tonal and rhythmic variation. She
has taught and performed at festivals across the country, including
Catskills Irish Arts Week, Fairbanks Summer Arts Festival, The
O’Flaherty Irish Music Retreat, The St. Louis Tionol, and Augusta
Celtic week, as well as with the Academy of Irish Music in Chicago and the Irish Arts
Center in New York. Anna toured with the band Comas for several years and has recently
returned from a three-month stay at Walt Disney World in Orlando, Florida, where
she performed at the International Showcase at Epcot Theme Park. She has also played
and performed with Cherish the Ladies, the Paul McKenna Band, Girsa, and others.

DAVE CURLEY

Dave Curley is one of Ireland’s leading multi-instrumentalists, vocalists and a champion step dancer. Hailing from Co.
Galway on the west coast of Ireland, Curley has worked with
the award winning traditional group, Slide, for the past 10
years and also spent 5 successful years with award-winning
American Roots band, Runa. More recently, Curley has
joined forces with musically diverse multi-instrumentalist
Andrew Finn Magill, and is also a creative member of Cran-
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nua, featuring Moya Brennan, John Doyle, Ashley Davis, Mick McCauley and Eamonn
& Cormac DeBarra. Curley has a BA in Irish Music and Dance from the University of
Limerick, four years teaching experience at The Music Academy, State College PA, and
has taught at O’Flaherty’s Retreat in Texas, the Milwaukee Irish Fest School of Music,
and has presented many music workshops at colleges, festivals and music schools around
the US with Slide, Runa and Sligo fiddler, Manus McGuire.. www.davecurleymusic.com

CAITLIN WARBELOW

Originally from Fairbanks, Alaska, Caitlin Warbelow is a
violinist and fiddler now living in New York City. Currently
the violinist/fiddler for the Tony-award winning Broadway
musical Come From Away, Caitlin previously performed with
Riverdance’s Heartbeat of Home as well as Sting’s Broadway
musical, The Last Ship. She has toured with Cherish the
Ladies, The Alt, Mick Moloney and the Green Fields of
America, Michael Londra & Celtic Fire, Trinity Dance Company, and the Cathie Ryan
Band, among many others. Caitlin performs, records, and teaches extensively in NYC
and around the country in a variety of traditional and popular Irish and American
genres, and occasionally returns to her roots as a classical violinist. Caitlin holds honors
from the National Foundation for the Advancement of the Arts, the National Suzuki
Conference, the New England Fiddle Championship, and the Fleadh Cheoil, and she
is on the faculty at Manhattan’s Irish Arts Center as well as the Fairbanks Summer Arts
Festival. Caitlin holds a masters degree in Urban Planning from Columbia University
and bachelors degrees from Boston University in Violin Performance and Anthropology. www.caitlinwarbelow.com

ED MILLER

From the folk clubs of Scotland in the 1960s and 70s to the
festivals, coffeehouses and music camps of America, Ed Miller
has steadily established himself as one of the finest Scottish
singers of both contemporary and traditional songs. He has
been a regular staff member of Swannanoa’s Celtic Week for
more than two decades, where his love and knowledge of Scots
song, paired with a droll sense of humor, made him an excellent
and popular teacher. Originally from Edinburgh, Ed has been
based in Austin, TX for many years, where he received a PhD in
Folklore from the University of Texas, but over the past 30 years he has gradually moved
from academia to full-time performing. He hosts a folk music show on SunRadio.com
in Austin, leads folk music tours to Scotland each summer, and has released nine CDs
of traditional and contemporary Scottish song, including his most recent, Come Awa’
Wi’ Me. www.songsofscotland.com

JOHN SKELTON

London-born flute and whistle player John Skelton is
probably best known to American audiences from his
work with The House Band, with whom he recorded
eight albums on the Green Linnet label. He has also
released a solo album, One At a Time, and Double
Barrelled, a highly regarded album of flute duets with
Kieran O’Hare, as well as a series of tune collection

books, A Few Tunes, A Few More Tunes, Yet More Tunes and Some Breton Tunes. John has
performed at most of the major folk festivals in North America, Europe and Australia.
He is an experienced teacher, and has taught at summer schools in the United States,
Europe and Africa, and nineteen previous years at the Gathering. In addition to his
background in Irish music, John is also well-schooled in the music of Brittany. He visits
there regularly, and is a highly-regarded player of the Breton bombarde, a double-reed
folk shawm. NPR’s Thistle & Shamrock described him as “the finest bombarde player
outside of Brittany.” He also plays the ‘Piston’ (Low Bombarde), the ‘Veuze’ (the bagpipe
of eastern Brittany) and the ‘Gaita Gallega’ (Galician pipes). In 2014, John and Kieran
O’Hare recorded the CD, Two Tone, a follow-up to their highly regarded album of flute
duets, Double-Barrelled. John serves as the Celtic Week Host.

SIOBHAN BUTLER

Siobhan Butler is an acclaimed performer and teacher of seannós and set dancing. She has been featured in many settings
including RTE and TG4 in Ireland and the prestigious Grand
Ole Opry in Nashville, TN. Siobhan has performed and collaborated with many leading traditional artists including The
Yanks, Kevin Burke, Cherish the Ladies, Nic Gareiss, Tony
Demarco, Kieran Jordan, Patrick Ourceau & Tony McManus,
Atlantic Steps, as well as a European tour with the renowned
Irish dance show, Rhythm of the Dance. With over 15 years
of experience, Siobhan’s dancing has been described as musical, joyful, and exciting.
Her expertise in Irish dance traditions is showcased through in-demand workshops,
demonstrations, and lectures. She has taught master classes at The University of Limerick, and all over the U.S. at such venues as Boston College, Villanova University,
Milwaukee Irish Fest, and Sean-Nós Northwest to name a few. Siobhan is a graduate of Goddard College, where she received a BA in Anthropology and is currently
completing an MA in Ethnochoreology from the University of Limerick in Ireland.
www.siobhanbutler.com

JIM MAGILL

The Coordinator of Celtic Week is an award-winning songwriter
and instrumentalist and a three-time finalist for College Entertainer of the Year. He is the founding Director of the Swannanoa
Gathering Folk Arts Workshops of Warren Wilson College,
directs the Celtic Series of Mainstage Concerts at Asheville’s
Diana Wortham Theatre, and was awarded the first Fellowship
in Songwriting and Composition from the North Carolina Arts Council. He performs
solo on guitar, mandolin and vocals, and with his wife Beth (flute) and son Andrew
Finn (fiddle) as the Celtic trio, The Magills. With numerous album and performance
credits, including appearances with Emmy Lou Harris and Tom Paxton, Jim’s original
songs have been covered by such artists as Mike Cross, The Smith Sisters, Cucanandy
and the Shaw Brothers, and have been featured on NPR’s Thistle & Shamrock. In the
world of graphic arts, his cover designs for the Gathering’s catalogs have won twelve
design awards, he’s twice been a finalist for Photoshop World’s Guru Awards, and he
has served as a consultant on website design for several luthiers. www.magillsmusic.com

MELISSA HYMAN

(see bio in Traditional Song Week, page 6)
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(Unless otherwise indicated, all classes have a limit of 15)

Fiddle
INTERMEDIATE IRISH FIDDLE A (Manus McGuire)

In this class for intermediate players we will cover the basics of Irish fiddle.
This class will be aimed at the improving fiddle player who wants to play
more in an Irish style. Listening to solo fiddle playing will be paramount in
this exercise and some typical tunes from the Irish fiddle player’s standard
repertoire will be dissected and examined. Typical bowing motifs used in
the various dance rhythms will be analyzed and discussed during the course
of the week, and we’ll also address approaches to picking up and learning
tunes aurally. The audio recording of class sessions is encouraged. Although
tunes will be taught by ear, sheet music will be provided as a memory aid for
many of the tunes introduced during the week. (Class limit: 30)

INTERMEDIATE
IRISH FIDDLE B (Andrew Finn Magill)

ticity and swing. Particular attention will be paid to tunes and idioms from
Gaelic ‘puirt a’ beul’ music and the piping tradition, music perhaps seldom
heard very widely. We’ll also talk about the background of the tunes and
discuss the regional musical styles of Scotland. Teaching will be primarily
by ear but sheet music for the tunes covered will be provided, where possible,
during classes. All sheet music will be provided by the end of the camp. The
reason for this distinction is that it will allow us greater flexibility within
the class. If we’re enjoying a particular type of tune we can maybe look at
another similar one, for example, rather than sticking to prepared tunes the
whole time. It will be very useful to you to have some kind of audio recorder
(be it on your phone or a dictaphone) for future reference. (Class limit: 30)

INTRO TO IRISH FIDDLE (Liz Knowles)

As intermediate players you’ve built a little repertoire and mastered some
basic ornaments. In this class we will work on phrasing and stylizing your
playing with those things we term ‘lilt,’ ‘lift,’ and ‘drive’ by looking at specific
bowings, ornaments and fingerings. We will also look at the notion of ‘style’
and some of the techniques the great fiddlers before us used. For those who
read music, I will bring a few fiddle transcriptions, but this class will be first
and foremost an ear-training class. We will learn one or two rare hornpipes,
fiddle-friendly reels (think G minor) and maybe even something more exotic
like a mazurka or a set dance. The goal of the week is to inspire, inspire,
inspire, while giving you the tools you need to practice more efficiently and
meet your musical goals. All music will be recorded before camp and notated
for all who wish it. (Class limit: 30)

What is the Irish fiddle? If you have only just begun to listen and learn
Irish music, this class will be a great place to start but it will also be a great
basic course for any level of player in terms of understanding the general
history of the music and most importantly, what it sounds like and how to
use what you hear to inform your playing. We will focus on the fiddle, but
it is impossible to talk about the fiddle in Irish music without mentioning
other instruments, so I will expose you to some of the instruments, pivotal
players and various styles found in this music. I will give you a crash course
in the types of tunes that exist in Irish music today, ways to access the music
through recordings, as well as some resources for a life of discovering Irish
music. Please bring a recording device and any questions!

ADVANCED IRISH FIDDLE A (Martin Hayes)

(NOTE: This class for intermediate to advanced fiddlers is offered once in
the morning and repeated in the afternoon) We’ll look at what makes Cape
Breton music different from other music. We’ll talk a lot about bowing and
how this gives the fiddle style its ‘accent,’ as well as common fingered embellishments that you’ll hear in the style. Listening to recordings will also be a
part of the class. We’ll use this as part of our ear training to identify common
stylistic features and apply them in our own music. The class will be taught
mostly by ear and we’ll talk about ways to improve your ear training. Sheet
music will be provided as reference at the end of the week. We’ll learn jigs and
reels, and march, strathspey & reel sets, as the class desires. (Class limit: 25)

This class for advanced players will explore Irish tunes from the ‘inside-out,’
and focus on the possibilities for variation and improvisation that exist within
the tradition, as a means to our own personal expression and interpretation. There will be particular emphasis on bowing, rhythm and the creation
of variations. Students should bring an audio recorder. (Class limit: 30)

ADVANCED IRISH FIDDLE B (Liz Carroll)

This advanced fiddle class will work on good bowing and ornamentation,
and we’ll tackle interesting and challenging tunes. We’ll learn some new
tunes and brush up on some old ones, and we’ll even learn a ‘Liz tune’ or
two. (Class limit: 30)

INTERMEDIATE SCOTTISH FIDDLE (Mari Black)

Are you searching for your authentic Scottish voice? Looking for more sparkle
in your playing? Want to get grooving with a real Scottish fiddle accent?
This class is a fun, yet intensive odyssey that delves into creating a believable
stylistic Scottish feel. We’ll learn many traditional tunes: driving reels and
jigs, stately marches, mighty strathspeys (the signature Scottish tune type!),
and haunting slow airs. We’ll discover how to capture the stylistic essence of
each tune type through good choices in bowing, ornamentation, phrasing,
and rhythmic groove. We’ll polish up your dance feel so you know how to get
everyone’s feet tapping, and we’ll put together complete ‘MSR’ sets that you
could use for a traditional Scottish performance or competition. All tunes
will be taught by ear, so definitely bring your audio recorders, but don’t
worry – notated sheet music for all tunes we learn will be given out at the end
of the week to help you keep practicing once you get home! (Class limit: 30)

ADVANCED SCOTTISH FIDDLE (Alasdair White)

In this class we’ll be looking mainly at different types of tunes from the
Highlands and North West coast of Scotland, and the stylistic means to play
them, focusing on grace notes and articulation to give your playing authen-

CAPE BRETON FIDDLE A & B (Katie McNally)

FIDDLE FOR COMPLETE BEGINNERS (Caitlin Warbelow)

Learn the fiddle from scratch in a week! This class offers complete beginners
an introduction to playing Irish traditional music on the fiddle. You will
learn how to hold the fiddle, good bow-hold, left-hand position, notation
and the basic scales. We will learn some simple tunes by ear. Bring along a
recording device if you wish. (Class limit: 20)

FIDDLE TECHNIQUE A (Liz Knowles)

This class will cover the skills that make up good technique for Irish music,
or, frankly, for any style. We will spend time understanding the function of
the body, most specifically the left and right hands and arms, and how to
train these two sides to provide consistent intonation, agility, the ability to
execute ornaments and colors like vibrato in one hand, and how to produce
bow techniques like tone, color, volume, speed, and expression in the other.
You will learn how to isolate these techniques and then apply them in a
holistic way to playing irish music. We will center all discussions on a tune
or a few tunes but the focus of this class is not on tune-learning. Everything
will be taught by ear but if you have had no experience with this, I promise
you will not be left behind! Please bring a recording device and any questions! (Class limit: 20)
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Celtic Week, July 8-14, 2018
Breakfast

7:30-8:30

9:00-10:15

Intro to
Int.
Adv.
StorySongs from
Session
Fiddle for
Intro
Scotland
Button
Bodhran
Intro to
Celtic Harp Scottish Scottish telling
the Irish
Guitar
Complete
to Irish
in Song
Accordion
I
Irish Flute B
(Jackson,
Fiddle
Fiddle
(de
Tradition
Accomp. I Beginners
Whistle A
(Miller)
(Connolly)
(Colliton)
(Skelton)
Hambly)
(Black) (White) Cogain)
(Graham)
(Marshall) (Warbelow)
(Vallely)

Intro to
Irish
Whistle B
(Conneely)

Int./Adv.
Flute C
(Kennedy)

Mandolin
I
(Curley)

Coffee/Tea Break

10:15-10:45
Irish
Irish
Int.
Adv.
Myths &
Set
Scottish Scottish
10:45-12:00
Legends
Dancing Fiddle Fiddle
(de
(Butler) (cont’d) (cont’d)
Cogain)

Cape
A Soldier’s Tinwhistle
Fiddle
Fiddle
DADGAD
Breton
Life
for Complete Technique Technique
Song
Fiddle A
for Me
Beginners
A
B
Accomp.
(McNally) (Jordan)
(Jackson)
(Knowles) (Warbelow) (O’Leary)

Int./Adv.
Flute B
(Skelton)

Int./Adv.
Int./Adv.
Flatpicking Mandolin
Whistle A Whistle B Celtic Guitar
II
(Vallely) (Conneely)
(Bullock)
(Curley)

Lunch

11:30-1:00

1:15-2:30

Int./Adv.
Celtic Harp
(Jackson,
Hambly)

2:45-4:00

Singing
Scottish Songs
(Miller)

Beg.
Int. Irish
Sean Nós
Fiddle A
Dance
(McGuire)
(Butler)
Int. Irish
Fiddle A
(cont’d)

Int. Irish
Fiddle B
(Magill)

Int. Irish
Fiddle B
(cont’d)

Adv. Irish Adv. Irish
Fiddle A Fiddle B
(Hayes)
(Carroll)

Adv. Irish
Fiddle A
(cont’d)

Adv. Irish
Fiddle B
(cont’d)

Intro
Session
Accompany
Trad. Songs
The
Cape
Intro to
Uilleann
Playing in
to Irish Broken
Guitar
Tunes
in English
Breton
Sessions
Irish
Flute
A
Pipes
Token
Fiddle
B
Fiddle
Accomp. II
on the Fly
& Irish
(Connolly)
(Crawford)
(O’Hare)
(McNally)
(Knowles) (Jordan)
(Doyle)
(Marshall)
(Kennedy)

Bodhran
Anglo
Tenor
II
Concertina
Banjo
(Colliton) (Hambly) (O’Leary)

The Humour
Is on Me Now
(Graham)

4:15-5:15

Potluck Sessions & free time

5:00-6:30

Supper

6:00-7:00

Slow Jams/Song Swaps

Celtic
Fingerstyle Guitar
(Bullock)

Int./Adv.
Flute A
(Crawford)

Celtic
Bouzouki
(Doyle)

Uilleann
Pipes
(cont’d)

Evening Events (concerts, dances, jam sessions, etc.)

7:30-?

FIDDLE TECHNIQUE B (Caitlin Warbelow)

This class is for those students who already play the fiddle but wish to improve
their skills. We will concentrate on ornamentation, bowing and phrasing.
Please note that this class is not for absolute beginners. We will learn a few
tunes by ear throughout the week and discuss basic technique and theory.
Students should have a good knowledge of the fiddle and be able to play
tunes at or close to speed. Please bring a recording device and feel free to ask
as many questions as you wish! (Class limit: 20)

Flute & Tinwhistle
TINWHISTLE FOR
COMPLETE BEGINNERS (Billy Jackson)

This class is for students with no prior experience of the tinwhistle. Instruction will start with the most fundamental techniques and a few very simple
tunes. By the end of the week, you’ll be well on your way to playing. Please
bring along a recording device and a tinwhistle in the key of D.

INTRO TO IRISH
TINWHISTLE A & B (Cillian Vallely, Kathleen Conneely)

This class is for students who already have some experience with the basics
of the instrument, and can play some tunes at a slow pace with little or no
ornamentation. Beginners will learn how to ornament tunes with rolls, cuts
and tongueing. Emphasis will be placed on rhythm and phrasing. Tunes will
be taught aurally, so bring a D whistle and a recording device. Sheet music
will be provided for those who need it.

INTERMEDIATE/ADVANCED IRISH
TINWHISTLE A & B (Cillian Vallely, Kathleen Conneely)

This class is for students who are skilled enough to play tunes in a variety of
rhythms (jigs, reels, etc), with good technique and at a reasonable tempo.
This course will expand on the skills and topics introduced in the beginners

class, with more attention given to ornamentation, breathing, style and
repertoire, while continuing to emphasize rhythm and phrasing in the music.
Tunes will be taught aurally, so bring a D whistle and recording device. Sheet
music will be provided for those who need it.

INTRO TO IRISH FLUTE A (Kevin Crawford)

This class offers an introduction to playing traditional Irish music on the
flute for students who already have some experience with the basics of the
instrument and can play some tunes at a slow pace with little or no ornamentation. We’ll discuss a ‘how-to-practice’ method and how to approach
session playing. We’ll learn a few tunes but the emphasis will be on establishing foundations for you to take home and apply throughout your own
learning as well as answering any questions you may have. Students will
learn how to ornament tunes with rolls, cuts and tongueing. Tunes will be
taught by ear so bring a D flute and a recording device. ABC notation will
be provided for those who need it.

INTRO TO IRISH FLUTE B (John Skelton)

This class is designed for those people who have just started on playing Irish
music on the flute. It will cover the basics of ornamentation and phrasing.
Some time will be spent on tone production and the mechanics of playing
a flute. Players coming from the tinwhistle or from another flute discipline
will find this class particularly useful. The class is taught by ear but sheet
music is available for those that need it.

INTERMEDIATE/ADVANCED FLUTE A (Kevin Crawford)

This class is for students who are skilled enough to play tunes in a variety of
rhythms (jigs, reels, etc.), with good technique and at a reasonable tempo.
This course will expand on the skills and topics introduced in the intro class,
with more attention given to ornamentation, breathing, style and repertoire,
while continuing to emphasize rhythm and phrasing in the music. Tunes will
be taught by ear so bring a D flute and a recording device. ABC notation
will be provided for those who need it.
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INTERMEDIATE/ADVANCED FLUTE B (John Skelton)

This class covers all of the aspects of Irish flute playing – ornamentation,
phrasing, breathing and rhythm. Some time will also be spent on repertoire
and in developing a personal style. We will learn a few tunes and then ‘deconstruct’ those tunes to help us understand different styles. Students should
be proficient in playing tunes at a moderate tempo. The class is taught by
ear but sheet music is available for those that need it.

INTERMEDIATE/ADVANCED FLUTE C (Nuala Kennedy)

Nuala grew up playing traditional Irish music in Dundalk, Co. Louth and
has also spent many years living and playing music in Edinburgh, Scotland.
She is also strongly influenced by the music of Cape Breton Island, Nova
Scotia. In this class, she will explore some of the repertoire from these three
places, looking at a variety of tune types including marches and strathspeys.
We will also play in a range of keys. This class is for students who are skilled
enough to play tunes in a variety of rhythms, and is suitable for those who
wish to learn by ear. Music notation can also be provided afterwards for
students who would like it.

Harp
INTRO TO CELTIC HARP (Billy Jackson & Gráinne Hambly)

The beginning student will be introduced to the fundamentals of this grand
and ancient instrument, including basic harp technique (e.g. hand position,
posture, exercises). Arrangements of simple Scottish and Irish melodies
will be taught by ear, with written music provided as back-up. Billy and
Gráinne will each lead the class at various times during the week. In order
for classes to commence on time, students are kindly requested to be tuned
and prepared well in advance, and to ensure their instruments are in good
working order. Students are also encouraged to bring a recording device,
music stand, and spare strings.

INTERMEDIATE/ADVANCED
CELTIC HARP (Billy Jackson & Gráinne Hambly)

Class topics will include arranging, ornamentation, and accompanying
voice and other instruments. A selection of Scottish and Irish material will
be taught at a more advanced level and individual interests of participants
will be taken into account. Billy and Gráinne will each lead the class at
various times during the week. In order for classes to commence on time,
students are kindly requested to be tuned and prepared well in advance,
and to ensure their instruments are in good working order. Students are
also encouraged to bring a recording device, music stand, and spare strings.

Fretted Instruments
ACCOMPANY TUNES ON THE FLY (Owen Marshall)

Over the course of this class, we will strengthen our knowledge of the guitar’s
fretboard while building an array of right-hand rhythmic possibilities. Using
DADGAD tuning for counter melodies, syncopation, and reharmonization,
we will explore ways to be an invaluable addition to any musical setting. By
the end of class, we will have explored techniques to accompany tunes on the
fly, and given new life to the music you already play.

DADGAD SONG ACCOMPANIMENT (Eamon O’Leary)

This class will focus on approaches to song accompaniment using the unique
DADGAD tuning. We’ll start with an introduction to the tuning, so no previous experience is necessary, and then we’ll explore the different rhythmic and
harmonic possibilities that it affords. Particular emphasis will be placed on
chord voicings and rhythm-hand techniques. Participants need not be singers
and most of what we cover will also be applicable to ‘tune’ accompaniment.

CELTIC FINGERSTYLE GUITAR (Robin Bullock)

This class will explore the world of possibilities presented by traditional Irish,
Scottish and Breton repertoire arranged for solo fingerstyle guitar. Some
tablature will be offered, but students will also create their own individual
settings of airs, jigs, reels and the 18th-century harp music of Turlough
O’Carolan, sharing arrangement ideas in an informal, hands-on environment. Alternate tunings such as DADGAD, “Canine” tuning (CGCGCD)
and “Werewolf ” tuning (CGDGAD) will be used extensively to open up the
instrument’s full sonic potential. A good time will be had by all. An audio
recorder is recommended.

SESSION GUITAR
ACCOMPANIMENT I (Owen Marshall)

This class is for newer guitarists and those new to Irish traditional music.
Students will learn chord shapes and patterns for DADGAD guitar tuning
and strumming patterns for jigs, reels and other melodies. We will focus on
common keys within Irish traditional music, how to be creative with your
own playing, and also discuss the ‘ins and outs’ of playing with others. An
audio recorder is recommended, and chord charts will be provided.

SESSION GUITAR
ACCOMPANIMENT II (John Doyle)

In this class for advanced students, players will further master different
strumming techniques to a variety of types of tunes, add dynamics to their
playing through syncopation and emphasis, confident chord substitutions,
fingerpicking techniques, tips and tricks for playing in sessions, how to work
out the right chords for tunes and alternate tunings for the guitar. Students
should be familiar and comfortable with strumming, have a good working
knowledge of Irish music and of music theory. Chord sheets in dropped-D
tuning will be provided. Students should bring a capo.

CELTIC BOUZOUKI (John Doyle)

In this class we will explore the first basic chord structures for backing tunes
and songs, rhythmic patterns in Celtic music, and then explore further into
counter-melodies, hammer-ons, and other techniques used to make bouzouki
accompaniment dynamic and unique. Students should bring a bouzouki,
pick, capo and recording device.

FLATPICKING CELTIC GUITAR (Robin Bullock)

This intermediate-level class will focus on making traditional Celtic tunes
come to life, flatpicked on steel-string guitar. We’ll discuss technique, lift,
ornamentation, and other facets of making Irish, Scottish and Breton tunes
sound authentic on guitar, as well as alternate tunings, capo techniques and
methods for picking up tunes by ear. Sheet music and tab will be available
if required. Students should bring a capo and an audio recorder is recommended.

TENOR BANJO (Eamon O’Leary)

In this course for banjoists of all levels, Eamon will cover right- and left-hand
technique, ornamentation, tune settings, and different banjo styles. Tunes
that are particularly well-suited to the banjo will also be incorporated into
the class. Students are advised to bring a recording device.

MANDOLIN I (Dave Curley)

This class will focus on the basic technical elements for playing Irish music
on the mandolin. To begin, we will establish picking patterns for the different tune types (reels, jigs, waltzes, etc.), explore scales, arpeggio passages,
triplets, etc., and build up a group of exercises that will help your sound
and also your dexterity and coordination on the instrument. We’ll learn
tunes together by ear including some O’Carolan pieces and use those tunes
to demonstrate, drill and practice what we learn. Bring a recording device!
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Song & Folklore
MANDOLIN II (Dave Curley)

This class will review and build on the basics (see Mandolin I class description above), focusing on musicality, and learning the technique to support
it. There are many options available to mandolin players to embellish the
melody and to make it their own. We’ll explore those options and find good
homes for them within the tunes. We’ll learn tunes together (by ear) and
explore different ways to give tunes a nice pulse/swing and look at chord
shapes and progressions and approaches for mandolin playing in song arrangements. Bring a recording device!

Reeds
UILLEANN PIPES (Kieran O’Hare)

This class will introduce tunes new to students, and illustrate particular
techniques on the uilleann pipes. As students will vary greatly in terms of
experience and ability level, it is possible that this class will include some
individual or small group attention and tutelage. More experienced students
will focus on matters of technique, ornamentation, articulation, and style.
Various points of pipe maintenance may also be explored, although this will
not include the making of reeds. The class will emphasize the development
of classic piping technique, through detailed demonstration and discussion,
and through scrutiny of the recordings and approaches of master pipers. The
goal is to enable each student to get rewarding and musical returns from the
time they spend learning their instrument in class and beyond, to optimize
each student’s ability to make music on their own and with others. A recording device is recommended.

BUTTON ACCORDION (Damien Connolly)

In this class for B/C accordion, a specific tune will be assigned to the class
each day, and learned by ear. Attention will be paid to posture in general,
fingering technique, hand position, air button control, the understanding/
internalizing of a tune, phrasing and ornamentation. Different playing styles
will be demonstrated and discussed, along with listening recommendations
for representative box-players. Students will also be encouraged to showcase
their progress to their classmates. Classes will be taught by ear. Students are
encouraged to bring audio recorders, pen and paper, and to ask as many
questions as possible. Videotaping is not permitted.

PLAYING IN SESSIONS (Damien Connolly)

Have you ever wondered whether you are adding or detracting from a session?
Have you even wondered about session etiquette? Or how to manage in a
session with beginners, intermediate and advanced players? What do you
do when you have twenty-five people or more? This class for all instruments
will help you with all these questions and more, including: what session tunes
to play; which tunes you need to learn; understanding how your session is
effected by social, economic and demographic locations. Whether you have
two or twenty people, you can have a wonderful session if you approach it
in the right way. Remember that Irish music is inclusive not exclusive. Now
go build your session! (No class limit)

ANGLO CONCERTINA (Gráinne Hambly)

This class is intended for students playing Anglo C/G concertinas, and
is open to all levels, from beginners with some basic playing experience upwards. It is not suitable for complete beginners, however, and all participants
should be familiar with their instrument (location of the notes, etc). Basics
of technique and style (e.g. bellows control, phrasing, alternative fingerings)
will be covered, as well as ornamentation in the context of Irish traditional
dance tunes. Participants are encouraged to bring an audio recorder. Written
music will also be provided.

STORYTELLING (Máirtín de Cogain)

Máirtín gets no more joy out of life than the telling of stories. In this class
he will use urban legends to demonstrate and teach two main ideas of the
Yarnspinner: that of the Mask of the Storyteller and The Game between
listener and teller, which are crucial elements to anyone telling stories at
any level. He will also impart how to make a story your own, along with
discussions about important nuances in storytelling such as presentation
and cadence of speech. (No class limit)

IRISH MYTHS & LEGENDS (Máirtín de Cogain)

Máirtín bring to life some of the different genres of Irish Storytelling which he
studied in University College Cork, including a mix of the The Ulster Cycle,
The Fenian Cycle, 12th century writings, the International Traveling Folktale
and the Fairy stories collected by Thomas Croften Croker. (No class limit)

SINGING SCOTTISH SONGS (Ed Miller)

Each day will focus on two or three songs, learning them by hearing and
singing them over several times. We’ll also listen to recordings by a variety
of singers to hear how they present, express and decorate a song. Songbooks
and sampler CDs will be available and the language and social context of the
songs will be explained. Emphasis will be on learning a selection of traditional
and more recent songs aurally and orally by repetition. (No class limit)

SCOTLAND IN SONG (Ed Miller)

The songs of the Scottish folk revival of the past 50 years cover everything
from politics and social change to urban renewal and personal experience. In
this class, we’ll listen to, talk about and SING serious and humorous songs
by Adam McNaughtan, Ewan MacColl, Alan Reid, Hamish Henderson,
Robin Laing, Andy M. Stewart, Dougie MacLean and others, all of whom
are keeping the Scottish song repertoire refreshed, vibrant and relevant.
Songbooks will be available. (No class limit)

THE HUMOUR IS ON ME NOW (Len Graham)

Len has a large repertoire of songs on a humorous theme – a symphony
of jingles, tongue-twisters, lilts, nonsense verses, songs of ceremony and
FUN galore! This class is suitable for ALL ages, 7-107. Most of the songs
have rhythm and thus will lend themselves to instrumental arrangement.
However, this class will be unaccompanied and will be taught by repetition
and ear with song lyrics provided. Participants are encouraged to bring an
audio recording device. (No class limit)

SONGS FROM THE IRISH TRADITION (Len Graham)

In this class, Len will share songs from his extensive collection of songs found
in the Irish tradition in the English language. Many themes will be covered
including classic and broadside ballads, songs of love, politics, emigration
and much more. Each song will be put in context, giving historical and social
background. As an oral tradition these songs will be taught by repetition
and ear with lyrics provided. Participants are encouraged to bring an audio
recording device. (No class limit)

TRADITIONAL SONGS
IN ENGLISH & IRISH (Nuala Kennedy)

Much of Nuala’s repertoire consists of Irish songs in the English language she
learned from her mentor and friend, Cathal McConnell of the Boys of the
Lough. In this class we will learn a variety of songs from that repertoire as
well as other songs which Nuala has picked up over several years performing
and singing. We will try to learn some songs by ear, (old-style!) as well as
from songsheets. Some basic phrases in Irish will be taught as well as a couple
of simple Irish language songs. No previous knowledge of Irish is required. A
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relaxed and informal class, this is a good way to broaden your repertoire as
well as share some of your own songs and singing experience with the group.
Please come ready to share at least one song that you enjoy (you don’t have
to sing it alone!), and bring a recording device. (No class limit)

A SOLDIER’S LIFE FOR ME (Cathy Jordan)

Put on your armor, we’re off to battle... well, in song, at least. In this class
we will be looking at the many songs in the tradition which deal with the
topic of battle. From anti-war and recruiting songs to sad soldier’s tales of
remorse as he leaves his true love to fight for his country. These songs have
great historical significance and will bring us from the 16th century through
the 1798 rebellion, the Napoleonic wars, and the 1916 rising right up to
the recent “Troubles.” Come and march and sing with me. (No class limit)

through low-to-the-floor percussive movements. This class is a wonderful
opportunity for those interested in starting, or returning to, the basics of
sean-nós dance. Focusing on its rudimentary movements and rhythms in
sean-nós, his class will give students the tools to begin building their repertoire and developing their sense of musicality. Students will leave the week
having learned an expansive and fun series of steps. Please wear hard-soled
shoes (leather or very hard rubber) and bring water and a recording device
or notebook. (Class limit: 25)

IRISH SET DANCING (Siobhan Butler)

We have so many songs that deal with the sorry topic of broken promises,
with comely maidens left pining for their lovers and waiting for their return.
But all too often, alas, the lovers prove themselves false and untrue and they
“marry the lassie that had the land.” On other occasions, however, they return
with their half of the ‘broken token’ (a ring or coin) to claim their long lost
lovers and live happily ever after. (No class limit)

Irish set dancing is the old country dancing from Ireland. Derived from
European dances such as quadrilles, this style of group dance has seen a
resurgence of popularity in Ireland since the 1970s. Sets are danced in square
formations of eight people and made up of several figures or parts. The number
of figures in a dance can vary between two and nine and are danced to varying
tune types such as reels, jigs, polkas, slides, and hornpipes. While this class is
open to dancers of all levels, the class will be tailored for beginners and will
cover basic footwork, individual movements, and coupled patterns as well
as several dances from areas including Cork, Clare and Connemara, among
others. Please wear hard-soled shoes (leather or very hard rubber) and bring
water and a recording device or notebook. (No class limit)

Percussion & Dance

Other Events

THE BROKEN TOKEN (Cathy Jordan)

BODHRÁN I (Anna Colliton)

In this class, we’ll cover basic position and technique for playing the bodhrán.
Students will leave with several “no fail” approaches to both jigs and reels,
a basic understanding of how to use tonal variation in their playing, and
a few simple syncopated patterns and ornaments to enhance their playing.
We’ll learn using both written notation and ear training, so all learning
styles are welcome, and both beginners and players who want to brush up
on the basics or re-evaluate their technique are invited to join us. To help
students continue their development throughout the year, we’ll use the final
5-10 minutes of each class to make short videos of the day’s topics for students
to refer to in the future. Please bring a recording device if you can, and a
notebook. (Class limit: 25)

BODHRÁN II (Anna Colliton)

We’ll learn to further enhance our jigs and reels with ornamentation, tonal
variation, and syncopation, and work on various approaches to other types
of tunes including hornpipes, slip jigs, slides, and polkas. Students should
be comfortable with both jigs and reels and be able to play with consistent
timing. We’ll examine ways to accent rhythmic elements in different types
of tunes, make smooth and interesting transitions within sets, and work
well with other rhythm players. The class will explore elements of “top
end” style bodhrán playing according to the wishes of the class. The goal of
the class is to help students become versatile and sensitive players who are
able to accompany tastefully in whatever style they choose, and students
are strongly encouraged to bring questions, ideas, favorite recordings, and
topics of discussion to class – we’re going to have fun! We’ll learn using
both written notation and ear training, so all learning styles are welcome.
To help students continue their development throughout the year, we’ll use
the final 5-10 minutes of each class to make short videos of the day’s topics
for students to refer to in the future. Please bring a recording device if you
can, and a notebook. (Class limit: 25)

BEGINNING SEAN NÓS DANCE (Siobhan Butler)

Sean-nós dancing is considered by many to be the original form of solo Irish
dance. Literally translating to “old style,” sean-nós is an improvised dance
style that is completely unique to each dancer. Dancing interprets the music

POTLUCK SESSIONS

In addition to the regular class sessions, each afternoon several staff members
will offer Potluck Sessions serving up a different menu of one-hour workshops.


We offer a full-day program, taught by Melissa Hyman, for children ages
6-12. Children must have turned 6 by July 1st to participate. No exceptions
please. Evening childcare for ages 3-12 will be provided at no additional cost.
This summer, we’ve got an especially dreamy theme picked out: it’s all about
DREAMS! The Swannanoa Gathering Children’s Program Dream Team
will journey together into a world limited only by our own wild imaginations.
We’ll make our own dreamcatchers, and learn about the Native American
traditions and tales behind these beautiful crafts. We’ll learn about and
even make our own surrealist art, with the wacky dreamscapes of Magritte
and Dalí – among others – as our inspiration. We’ll explore and talk about
what happens in our brains while we’re asleep, to create all those crazy scenarios we half-remember in the morning. Why did you dream about your
teacher frying an egg while tap-dancing to Beyoncé songs and standing on
her head?? We’ll sing, craft, play games and read stories in our classroom
(which will be transformed into a beautiful dreamscape, of course) and even
talk about ways to make our most fabulous dreams come true. We’ll write
our own original songs on our Dream Theme, with the help of our talented
and imaginative music teacher and some extra-dreamy-sounding instruments. We’ll make new friends, play our favorite messy games, and dress up
in crazy clothes. At the end of the week parents will get to hear us sing and
see the crafts we’ve made at our big performance at the Student Showcase.
As a special treat, we will be visited throughout the week by wandering
musicians and artists (Gathering staff) who will perform just for our kids.
We will, of course, continue our beloved traditions of shaving cream hairdos,
movie night, crazy contests and the Gathering Scavenger Hunt. Get ready
to dream away the week with your friends at the SGCP! There is a $30 art/
craft materials fee for this class; fee is payable by cash or check to Melissa
Hyman, the Children’s Program coordinator, on arrival.
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1. Stop and think about what classes you wish to take. Do you really want to take a class in every period? Although our ‘open format’ allows students to take as many
classes as the schedule will allow, many students find that two or perhaps three classes give them plenty to work on, and use the free periods for practice. Remember,
also, that class size is limited to 15 unless indicated otherwise in the course descriptions, so out of consideration for others, “take all you want, but want all you take.”
2. You may register online by visiting our website and clicking on the ‘Register’ link. This is the fastest way to register, and since many of our classes fill up in a
relatively short period of time, we recommend this method as giving you the best chance to get into the classes you want. Online registration goes live at 5pm, EST
on Friday, March 9.
3. If you choose to use the print registration form, find the schedule for your week printed elsewhere in this catalog.
4. Referring to the schedule to avoid time conflicts, make your class selections and write them in the spaces provided under ‘Class Choices’ on the Registration form.
5. In the event that one or more of the classes you select are full, you may select Alternate classes, again using the schedule to avoid conflicts, and write them in the ‘Alternate’
spaces on the form. If you list Alternates for classes that are full, we will process your registration assigning you to your Alternate choices.
6. If one or more of your class selections is full, and you wish to have no Alternates, check the box indicated and we will notify you of the situation and await your
instructions before we process your registration.
7. Cut out or photocopy the completed form, attach your payment (please note that we can only take credit card payments online), and mail it to us at the address
indicated. When your registration is processed, you will be notified of the amount received, any balance due, and the classes for which you are registered. Registrants
will receive an information packet later in the spring. Classes will be assigned on a first-come, first-served basis. If you wish to make changes in your class choices,
please notify us immediately. Once a program week begins, students may switch after the first class meeting into another open class if they find they have made an
inappropriate choice. The add/drop period ends at 6pm on Monday of each program week. After this ‘settling-in’ period, we expect students to remain in those classes,
and we discourage dropping in and out of classes during the week.


Tuition is $555 per week. This includes a deposit of $100 which is required for each week’s registration. Full payment is required by June 1 to guarantee your class
choices. After that date, your class reservations will be unconfirmed until we receive your balance. If we are holding a space for you in a class that is full, and your
balance is unpaid after June 1, we may release that space to another student. There is no deadline for class registrations. Registrations after June 1 for any remaining
spaces must be accompanied by full payment. Payment in US dollars only, please. No foreign checks. Some classes may require materials- or other fees as specified in
the course descriptions and can be paid directly to the instructor upon arrival. Tuition for the Children’s Program for ages 6-12 during Traditional Song, Celtic, and
Old-Time Weeks, is $180 per child per week (includes evening childcare), with a $25 deposit required. The Children’s Program also has an additional materials fee of
$30 payable to the coordinator on arrival. Children must have turned 6 by July 1st to participate. No exceptions, please.
Housing is $435 per week, and includes double occupancy accommodations for six nights, supper on Sunday, three buffet-style meals a day at the Gladfelter Student
Center, and breakfast on Saturday at the end of the week. A limited number of single rooms are available at an additional fee of $175 for a total housing fee of $610.
The college is catered by Sodexo (828-298-1041), and low-sodium and vegetarian meals are available. Adults staying off-campus may purchase a meal ticket for $152,
and meal tickets for children 12 and under may be purchased for $114. Meals may also be purchased individually. See the ‘Housing & Meals’ section on page 1 of this
catalog for our policy regarding children’s housing. Some may find our hilly campus challenging, and students should give reasonable consideration to their ability to
get around without assistance. Although we help where we can, we don’t have the resources to provide mobility assistance to all that require it. Those with special needs
should include a detailed, written description of those needs with their registration.
As long as space permits, a non-student living outside the Asheville area may accompany an enrolled student and be housed with them in student dorms for payment
of the $435 housing fee and an activities fee of $160, which allows admission to all events except classes. There is a $50 deposit required to register as a non-student.
If possible, full payment with your registration is helpful and appreciated.

Cancellations and Refunds
The deposits are processing fees credited toward tuition and not student funds held in escrow, and are thus non-refundable and non-transferrable. Should an enrolled
student need to cancel, we can refund all monies received other than the deposits, if notified four weeks before the student’s program begins. No refunds other than the
cost of meals ($152 for adults, $114 for children) can be made for cancellations within four weeks of the student’s program week.


PLEASE PRINT!
Name________________________________________________ Sex_____
Address_______________________________________________________
City__________________ State/Prov._______ Zip/Post Code____________
Country (if outside US) __________________________________________
PrimaryPhone____________________ Secondary Phone____________________
Email_________________________________________________________
Emergency contact (name & phone number):
______________________________________________________________

o I prefer future communication by email only.
o I will be bringing a vehicle (no motor homes please).
o I am eligible for a special parking permit due to mobility impairment
NOTE: All attendees receive a list, with the home city, state and email (not phone), of
program participants so that they might pursue friendships made at the Gathering. If
you would prefer NOT to be included on this list, please check this box: o


o I will require housing/meals. o I will require a meal ticket only.
I prefer to room with (name): _________________________________________.
o I prefer a single room, if available (additional fee of $175)
o I have special medical needs (please attach description)
My age:
List age if under 21 _______ o 21-30 o 31-45 o 46-65 o over 65
I am a o smoker o non-smoker o early bird o night owl
I am registering (#)______ children in the Children’s Program (for ages 6-12)
(NOTE: programs for children in Traditional Song, Celtic & Old-Time weeks only)
Children’s names & ages _____________________________________________
I am bringing (#)________ additional children under the age of 12 not enrolled in the
Children’s Program.
Children’s names & ages _____________________________________________
I’m arriving by air; sign me up for the airport shuttle at o noon o 3pm o 5pm
My flight #s, arrival & departure times are: ________________________________
________________________________________________________________

Please initial here to indicate that you have read and understand our policy on
Cancellations and Refunds printed on pages 2 and 56: ___________


I would like to register for:

o Traditional Song Week, July 1-7
o Celtic Week, July 8-14
o Old-Time Music & Dance Week, July 15-21
o Guitar Week, July 22-28
o Contemporary Folk Week, July 22-28
o Fiddle Week, July 29-August 4
o Mando & Banjo Week, July 29-August 4
o I am a non-student accompanying the following registered student:
(student’s name)__________________________________________
CLASS CHOICES:

Period 1.______________________________________________________
Period 2.______________________________________________________
Period 3.______________________________________________________
Period 4 .(if applicable) ___________________________________________
o No Alternates. Please notify me of full classes before processing my
registration.
ALTERNATES:

Period 1.______________________________________________________
Period 2.______________________________________________________
Period 3.______________________________________________________
Period 4 .(if applicable) ___________________________________________
For information on admission to Warren Wilson College,
contact: admit@warren-wilson.edu or 1-800-934-3536


Amount previously paid: (deposit, etc.)			

$________

Tuition - $555 per week (required deposit $100):
Housing/meals - $435 (double occupancy, no deposit required):
Housing/meals - $610 (single room, no deposit required):
Non-student Activity Fee - $160 per week (required deposit $50):
Children’s Program total - $180 per week (required deposit $25):
Meal ticket only - $152 adult; $114 per child per week:
Other amount for __________________________:
Tax-free donations to The Swannanoa Gathering (see pg. 2):

$________
$________
$________
$________
$________
$________
$________

o Doug & Darcy Orr Endowment o Youth Scholarship Endowment $________
o Greatest Needs Fund 		
TOTAL enclosed
$________
o I am paying by Check (preferred) #: _________, or Money Order.
NOTE: We can no longer take credit card payments through the mail or by phone. If
you wish to register with a credit card, please visit the “Register” page at our website:
www.swangathering.com. If you have already registered and wish to make an
additional credit card payment, contact our office at: gathering@warren-wilson.edu
Tuition is $555 per week. Housing with meals is $435 per week. Non-students
accompanying students pay the Housing fee and a $160 Activities Fee. The deposits
are required for registration and are non-refundable and non-transferable.
Full payment required by June 1 to guarantee class choices. No deadline for
registrations. Registrations after June 1 for any remaining spaces must be accompanied
by full payment. Children’s Program is $180 per child per week. Please make checks
payable to: “The Swannanoa Gathering”, and mail with this form to:

The Swannanoa Gathering
Warren Wilson College
PO Box 9000
Asheville, NC 28815-9000

Phone/Fax: 828-298-3434
Email: gathering@warren-wilson.edu
Website: www.swangathering.com

